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a thousand prescriptions but hard to get one single remedy.
Chinese proverb
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As a result of the statewide increase in unemployment, many local residents are now turning to
drug dealing as a source of income (Photo courtesy AP).
'

Emily Ryan
News Editor

Recently local law enforcement
officials have begun to play witness
to an alarming new trend
the

steady

rise of illegal

substance

abuse.

According to David Smith, the
the Medway Drug
Enforcement Agency, heroin use in

director of

Wooster and the surrounding communities has increased by approximately 400 percent in the past two
years. In the same time period, there
has been anywhere from a 300 to 400
percent increase1 in the abuse of
pharmaceutical
drugs; such as
OxyContin and Percocct.
The recent increase in drug use is
not exclusive to the area, however; it
is part of a statewide epidemic that

many have attributed, in part, to the
growth of Mexican drug cartel operations in America's heartland. The
cartels, which government officials
have cited as one of the greatest
threats to national security, have
recently begun to push heroin sales
in the more rural areas of Ohio and
other Midwestern states. The
increased statewide presence of the
cartels is even notable on a local

level; earlier this year, federal
authorities arrested members of the
notoriously violent Sinaloa Cartel
that were using an airport in neighboring Summit County to transport
narcotics across the United States.
However, while Smith believes it is
likely that many of the illegal narcotics currently found in the local
community were originally transported to Ohio by the cartels, he is
sure to note that there is little other
evidence of a significant cartel presence in the northeastern region of
the state, and that the area "has seen
no big influx of gangs." He claims
that the stunning increase in drug
abuse in the community is not attributable to Mexican crime organizations, but rather a culprit that is
much more familiar to Ohioans: economic hardship.
As of September, Ohio's unemployment rate had risen to an alarming 9.7 percent; this figure comes
close to mirroring the national average, which currently sits at 10.2 percent. According to Smith, many local
workers recently laid off from their
jobs are now turning to drug dealing
as a new source of income, which has
led to a rise in drug sales and consumption. While some dealers may
have loose gang affiliation, many
operate on an individual level and are
repeat offenders.
This trend has posed a new problem to an area already hard hit by
economic downturn. According to
Dep. Richard Bolick of the Wayne
County Sheriff's Office, law enforcement officials in Wooster and the
rest of Wayne County have adopted
a multifaceted approach to combating drug sales and abuse in the area.
The police department works closely
with Medway, and Bolick emphasizes
the importance of communicaiion
between the two agencies. There is a

task force assigned to monitoring drug-relatactivity, and the
department also has several canines
at its disposal. Local authorities routinely set up on known drug houses
in an effort to stem the increase of
drug sales. Bolick notes, however,
that issues can arise due to lack of
manpower; the department cannot
always work as effectively as it wishes because it does not have the
resources to do so.
While the buying and selling of
heroin represents a transaction that
is exclusive to the street, those suffering from addiction to pharmaceutical drugs can, and often do, resort
to deception to get their fix. Many
swipe prescription pads from doctors' offices or print authentic-lookin- g
prescription paper from online
sources and then proceed to
Many addicts regularly
rotate pharmacies in order to avoid
being caught, which can make it difficult to track signs of abuse.
Pharmacy employees, however, do
their best to monitor their clients'
prescription requests and are
instructed to report suspicious
behavior; in addition, many local
doctors' offices now send their
patients' prescriptions to pharmacies
electronically in the hopes of preventing prescription fraud.
While local law enforcement officials work hard catch drug offenders
and monitor their activity, it is especially difficult to address the addiction problems that drive people to
buy drugs in the first place.
According to Smith, the heroin currently on the street is both purer and
cheaper than it has been previously,
making the habit of abuse easier to
sustain. Dealers usually target members of
groups; many
two-ma- n

ed
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See "Drugs," page 2

Construction of new coffee shop in Lowry to begin soon
William Miller
Voice Staff
Lowry Center is set to undergo a
major facelift over winter break,
including the addition of a new convenience store. The store, complete
with coffee bar, will help increase the
dining options that are currently available on campus.

"This exciting remodeling will
bring a new look to the Lowry living
room," said Jackie Middleton, director
of administrative and auxiliary services for the College. The new convenience store will provide students with
the opportunity to purchase essentials
in an updated location."
Adorned with beige brick walls and
red-tilfloors, Lowry Center has
received little change since it was comed

pleted in 1969. Its outdated looks have
been the major reason for the project,
attaining major support for replace-

ment from the president

of the

College.
"Dr. Grant Cornwell has a vision for
a more contemporary, social, interactive space," said Middleton. "A place
where students, visitors, faculty and

staff can relax with a cup of coffee."
The convenience store and coffee
bar will be located behind the campus
bookstore, replacing the office space
that was once utilized by Student
Activities and
Studies.
The coflbe bar will also feature a walk-u- p
window that will open to the center's main lounge. Further design of
Off-Camp-

us

the entire store remains in development, but, will be accented with wood
trim and a "marquee style" facade.
The food items found one level below
in Mom's will be shelved in the new

Chuck
Director , of
Wagers,
Hospitality Services.
Hospitality Services recently had to
cut back in its facilities. Kittredge
Dining Hall, the College's "no-frconvenience store, complemented by an
eatery, closed indefinitely over the
expanded selection of grocery items.
summer due to cost constraints.
The store will also carry personal
With a major dining option closed,
health and beauty products. The coffee many students see the new convenbar will offer drip
ience store and
and espresso cof-coffee
bar as a
Dn
CornweH haS
y"

Grant

fee drinks.
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welcome

in response to vision for a more contemthe first floor's
,
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social
interactive
Porary
new
additions,
Mom s will also space, a place where stu- undergo various .
. .
Food dents, visitors, faculty and
changes.
items and espresso
staff can relax with a
drinks will no
Coffee."
longer be sold,
This will allow for
improved access to
Jackie Middleton
cash
registers,

r

of

addi-

tion to the cam"I think
that it's a good
idea to have a
coffee shop in
addition
to

pus.

said

Mom's,"

Jenna

'1
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Silling,

."Just

that
create
another envi- which will alleviDirector of Administrative ronment for
ate long lines and
studying
.
or
nviu AUAILIAKT OtKVlUtl) may(,( e
offer flexible seatthat
ing options, which
things will be a
will better maximize space.
little bit calmer."
Amidst all the changes in hospitality,
Construction for the project will
students have had the opportunity to break on Nov. 30 and will be completexpress their opinions. Student
ed when students return from winter
Government Association and Campus
break in January. "I think there will be
Council have held several discussions
a very positive response to the entire
on the project. An open forum for the project," said Wagers, a major figureproject was also held on Oct. 7. "I
head in the project's planning. The
thought the conceptual design was
new decor and enhanced features
very well received by students who
should only make the space more
attended the open student forum," said
usable and enjoyable."
because
will

Many of the products sold at Mom's will soon be found at
the new upstairs convenience store (Photo by Maureen Sill
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Usman Gul expresses his
view on the Afghanistan war
and the progression that has
occurred so far. See page 3
to read the full viewpoint.

Kevin Carpenter and Kipaya
Kapiga

review

student

favorite, B Campesino restau-

rant See page 5 to read
full story.
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Nathan Comstock reviews the

Andrew Vogel previews tfra

produced
play,
The Fantasticks," that opens
this weekend. See page 6 to
read the full review.

upcoming men's basketball

student

season.

ranked
preseason poll,
play their home opener
tonight. See page 8.
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Students vandalize field hockey goal posts
CAMPUS

IEW hosts upcoming

Managing Editor

South Asia dinner
South Asia Committee

South

is hosting a
Saturday,
at 6 p.m. in Mackey Hall.

Asia Dinner

November 2 1,

on

Tickets are $7 students and $11 general admission and are available at
Wilson Bookstore. A variety of South
Asian dishes will be served in honor of
International Education Week.

Gospel

and choir to

give upcoming concerts
The College of Wooster Gospel
Choir will perform Sunday, November
22, at 7:30 p.m. at Second Baptist
Church (245 S. Grant St.). The concert
is free and open to the public, but a freewill offering will be collected to benefit
Second Baptist.
In addition, the Wooster Chorus and
Wooster Singers will perform their

annual Holiday Concert tonight at 7:30
in Gault Recital Hall.

LOCAL
Suspected killers house
searched in Cleveland
Digging at the home of suspected
serial killer Anthony Sowell of
Cleveland continues.

Police and FBI

technology
agents are utilizing
and miniature cameras to examine
spaces between walls and floors of
Sowell's home. Thermal imaging and
radar technology is also being used to
identify potential locations for more
bodies. Sowell is accused of murdering
x-r-

1 1

Cleveland

ay

women in his Imperial

Street home.

NATIONAL
Obama to bring co
conspirators to court
self-describ-

ed

1

ators

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to New York
City for the trial. Republican dissenters
feel the move is too risky for the suspected terrorists, but Obama urged
Americans to have faith in the criminal
justice system.
The move comes as Obama's
January 22 deadline for closing
the Cuban prison base draws near.
Legal and logistic hurdles may prevent
that deadline from being met, as adminself-impos-

.

Drugs

cages in a national tournament because
students were being irresxnsible is

dents, and doesn't make the school
look very good," said Laura German
'
3. "I laving to explain we can't use our

really embarrassing."

1

rounding communities face with
regard to drug abuse are severe in

and of themselves, they have, in part,
produced another pressing dilemma:
people start out snorting the drug the overcrowding of the Wayne
and soon begin to inject it. Those
County Jail. According to Sheriff
who turn to pharmaceutical drugs Thomas Maurer, the recent passing
usually do so because they perceive it of Senate Bill II in the Ohio legislaas a safer way to get a high; they can ture has forced local jails across the
be sure of the ingredients in prestate to take on many
scription medication, which is not felons, many of whom were convicted on drug-relatalways the case with street drugs.
charges. The jail,
To combat the problem posed by which was constructed in 1977, was
addiction,, "the;' Wayne County
originajly designed., to house t2
Common Pleas Court set up the' inmates; it is currently holding
Drug Court program last October. approximately 102 inmates and, on a
The court provides substance abuse daily basis, is at the limit of its capactreatment, as opposed to probation
ity. The stay of the average inmate is
or prison time, to
felons approximately 30 days. Sheriff Maurer
who suffer from drug addiction.
described the situation as "a grave probParticipants in the program, which lem" and said that the overcrowding has
is a year in length, are closely monigiven rise to budgeting concerns.
Even as authorities work to combat
tored by members of the court and
take part in a variety of rehabilitathe issues posed by the increase in the
tion efforts. The court is more sale and consumption of illegal drugs,
lenient towards those who only sufSmith is concerned that the problem is
fer from addiction and are not dealdue to get worse. "It'll grow because of
the economy," he said. "It's a way to
ers themselves.
make money."
While the issues Wooster and sur

continued from p. I
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Nov. 12
Steam from shower caused the alarm

KennedyAptB

1114

11:18a.m.

VANDALISM
Graffiti found on room doors
Someone knocked over 9 of 10
Berlin wall display

BissmanHall
Oak Grove

1114
1115

4:30 p.m.

ALCOHOL
Admitted to drinking, taken to SVVC
Admitted to drinking beer
Alcohol was present in his room
.

Andrews Hall
Troyer House
Bornheutter

SMOKING
Suspect witnessed smoking in house

Troyer House

ASSAULT
Suspect admitted to hitting the victim
Victim was hit in face by suspect

BeallAve
Bead Ave

1114
1114
1114

813 a.m.

14:47 a.m.

4:14 a.m.
8:03 p.m.

1114

4:14a.m.

1114

8:59 p.m.
8:59 p.m.

U14

-

15

Suspect caused a disturbance
while being treated at SWC
VEHICLE CRASH
Victim's car hit by shuttle driver
Suspect admitted to backing
into other car
SUBSTANCE
Suspect present where backpack found
w drug paraphernalia in it
Suspect present where backpack found
w drug paraphernalia in it
Non student also present
Non student also present
Non student also present

Wellness Center

1114

Off Campus
Off Campus

1115
1115

Troyer House

1114

4:14a.m.

Troyer House

11

14

4:14 a.m.

Troyer House
Troyer House
Troyer House

1114
1114
1114

4:14a.m.
4:14 a.m.
4:14 a.m.

3:18a.m.

1

1:50 a.m.

11:30 a.m.

Virtual Edition!

photo gallery!
Share articles on Facebook
and Twitter!
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gizes.
In last week's story regarding the
C4E Competition, the student representative who was supposed to remain
anonymous was named and is no longer

part of the committee board.
Proper photo credit was not given in
last week's issue for the Freedlander
demolition. Credit should be assigned
to Andrew Collins, instead of Maureen
Sill. In both cases, an editor erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to

The use of heroin in the local community has increased by
400 percent in the past two years (Photo courtesy AP).

FIRE ALARM

News briefs compiled by
Alexandra DeGrandchamp

In the Nov. 6 issue "Scots ready for
rematch," the writer divulged private
information without verifying it with
the primary source. The Voice apolo-

(;- -

.

Security Reports

Fight between Hamas
and Israel stall
Reports on talks between Hamas
and Israel may be overly optimistic.
Both groups reacted cautiously at the
news that their talks to exchange hundreds of Palestinian prisoners for one
Israeli soldier may conclude this
month.
Unidentified sources noted the talks
were to finish before the Muslim festival Eid
which begins next
week. Talks are being mediated by
German and Egyptian authorities.
Both parties indicated negotiation
efforts were continuing, but neither
offered an official statement
ing or denying the reports.

.

non-viole- nt

INTERNATIONAL

voicewooster.edu.

stu-

Law officials attempt to combat narcotics use

istration officials scramble to find countries willing to accept the 90 or so
detainees cleared for transfer.

al-Ad-

One of the field hockey goal posts was knocked over by
dents on Nov.14. Unfortunately, only one of the posts is
repairable (Photo courtesy Shannon Montgomery).

ed

as President
Obama unveiled a plan to try
mastermind Khalid
9
Sheikh Mohammed in criminal courts.
Mohammed and other
will
be transferred
from
co-conspir-

On the night of Saturday Nov. 14,
College of Wooster students damaged three field hockey goals on
Cindy Barr Field, only one of which
is repairable, said Nate Whitfield,
operations and facilities manager of
the Physical Education Center.
There is currently no known culprit.
"I don't think it was anything
against the team or anything personal," said Amanda Artman '10. "I
think people were out on a Saturday
night making bad decisions. It was
I know
upsetting to see, definitely
how expensive the goals are and I
don't know where the money to
replace them is going to come from."
The vandalism was noticed the following morning by members of the
field hockey team. This was the day
after the field hockey team won the
NCAC Conference Championships
game, and was four days before their
National Championships, which the
College hosted for the first time.
This was also their last game to be
played on Cindy Barr Field before
the team moved to Andrews Field by
the John P. Papp Stadium. Field
Hockey Coach Brenda Meese stated
that replacement goals can cost anywhere between $1,200 and $2,000,
depending on quality. Whitfield said

fifth-degr-

Republicans balked
1

that the ones damaged were "probably close to $1,800 per cage."
"Those were our best ones," said
Meese. "They're probably only three
years old, and should have lasted six
to eight years easily." The cages of
the goals themselves were broken,
specifically the frame, said Meese.
Madelyn Hart '12, who was the first
to see the damages, said, "It looks
like they have been sat on. They
were already flipped."
"I don't think our entire team
could have broken those the way
it would have taken
they were
conscious effort," said Brittany
Montgomery '10. "You couldn't have
just turned them over and broken
them accidentally. Whoever did it
must have definitely intended to
break the goals."
Meese and several field hockey team
members reported that, when assessing the damage the next day, they also
noticed several lacrosse cages thrown
over the fences of Cindy Barr Field, as
well as soccer benches thrown into
bleachers in Andrews Field. "Where
was campus security? It couldn't have
been that quiet," said Montgomery. "I
know you can't really blame security
for vandalism, but they didn't even
know about it until we told them. "I
just think it's unfortunate that people
at the College choose to be destructive. It gives a bad name to the stu- -
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War fuels insurgency Mom's Truck Stop puts junk in trunk
The freshman

This November marks eight years
since the beginning of the U.S.-le- d
war against Afghanistan, triggered by
the horrific occurrence of 911. Over
the course of the past eight years, the
failure of U.S. forces to either locate
Osama Bin Laden in Afghanistan and
'weapons of mass
destruction'
in
Iran nr rprlnr.
I
terrorism in the
region speaks vol- Vumes for the inef- -

"9"'

going

to

2007." In addition, in the aftermath
of the deaths of 55 US soldiers in
Afghanistan, ABCNews reported on
Oct. 27 that the month had proven to
be 'deadliest' since 2001.
Since the first U.S. forces landed in
Afghanistan in 2001, allied forces have
claimed to have killed approximately
50,000 Taliban and have suffered
deaths of approximately 5,000 U.S.
soldiers in military operations in Iraq,
Pakistan and Afghanistan. Contrary
to what one would expect, the result
of such intense combat seems to be an
upsurge in the frequency of suicide
bombings in these Middle-Eastecountries. It seems only logical to ask
should President Barack
ourselves
Obama approve the dispatch of more
troops to Afghanistan when most
recent statistics demonstrate that war
is only aggravating insurgency and
breeding terrorism? Or should he
instead issue orders to initiate the formulation of some sort of a withdrawal strategy even if it is far into the
future?
Those advocating for continued
warfare often argue that, "we cannot
just abandon the country or we would
be wreaking havoc on its economy and
government." And I agree with all
such critics. However, on the basis of

war.

Interestingly, On Oct. 28, 2009, U.S.
Civilian Adviser in Afghanistan
Mathew Hoh became the first military official to resign from office in
protest of the war. What may be
more interesting is his reason for filing the resignation.
Hoh based his resignation on the
grounds that the war was fueling
insurgency, aggravating the volatile
situation in Afghanistan, and was a
waste of U.S. resources in the form of
military expenditure and precious
lives of U.S. soldiers. As a former
Marine Corps captain and a veteran of
the Iraq War, Hoh claimed he had little problems with the U.S. strategy in
Afghanistan and was more concerned
about "the precise reasons for why the
war was even being pursued."
As an international student from
Pakistan, I can, beyond the shadow of
a doubt, second his opinion that the
U.S.-lewar is indeed augmenting
d
insurgency. My experiences in
Pakistan have led me to believe that
for every 10 civilian deaths that occur
in Pakistan or Afghanistan as a result
of military strikes, two terrorists are
borne, as close relatives of those who
die tend to seek revenge by conducting suicide bombings. The causes of
such behavior are beyond the scope of
this brief article, however, I have
come across recent statistics that support Hoh's argument.
Terrorism has claimed more lives
in the month of October 2009, than
it has ever before. In Pakistan, the
deadliest terrorist attack in the past
five years left over 100 people dead
and more than 500 injured at a time
when U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton was visiting the country.
Educational institutions throughout
the country announced a week-lon- g
closure amid intense security concerns. On the other hand, in a separate suicide attack in Ira.qr 155 people were killed and many others
wounded. The New York Times
published an article covering the
headline
the
with
incident
"Bombings in Iraq Deadliest Since

Have

rn

a

analysis,

cost-bene- fit

am convinced

I

that it is better to abandon a country
if the presence of U.S. military operations inevitably leads to adverse
affects. Then there are some who
argue that U.S. soldiers in the Middle
East are only keeping the terrorists
away from American cities. This argument is fundamentally flawed as the
presence of thousands of U.S. soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan cannot
restrict the increasing frequency of
suicide bombings in these countries.
How can they be preventing insurgents from conducting attacks in the
U.S.? Moreover, in 2001, terrorism
was recognized as a global concern
that rooted from some countries. The
increase of terrorist activities in any
part of the world will eventually put
all other countries at a greater risk of
suffering from terrorism.
The solution to the menace of terrorism will have to be elaborate, complicated and through relatively peaceful
means. The solution revolves around
feelings
eradicating
among inhabitants of Middle Eastern
countries, providing them with jobs,
and attempting to drive them out of
poverty through better education and
job opportunities.
anti-governm-
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on this campus
including our

all

gym,

which will be undergoing renovations
in the near future. One thing that will
not be getting renovated however is the
menu at Mom's.
Take a look at the menu at Mom's
and you'll notice fried and processed
foods dominate. The salad options are
minimal, and as far as fruit and vegetables are concerned, condiments are

their only uses. With 67 percent of
Americans over the age of 20 obese or
overweight, the College should be
doing more to promote healthy eating
on campus.

understand that times are tough
financially. Foods that are processed and
I

contain preservatives are cheaper than
fresh produce or organic products for a
multitude of reasons. Many fruits and
vegetables don't qualify for government
subsidies that others like corn
used
in high fructose corn syrup which is

most likely one of the main ingredients
in what you're consuming from Mom's
do. What this means is that this food
is cheaper to produce as a supplier and
in turn cheaper to purchase as a retail
distributer.
As students, we are paying close to
$44,000 a year in tuition and fees. I
would like the school as well as the
Dining Services to consider redistributing some of that money to incorporate
a more
plethora of food
at Mom's as well as the upcoming convenience store. Produce and dairy,
although they perish quickly, would
most likely disappear off the shelves
rapidly as well.
For those who say "this won't work,
well-balanc-

ed

Although a much larger school, many
of their dorms function in the same
manner our campus does. They have a
convenience store, a place for fast food
and a dining hall within them. When
visiting there for the first time I was
shocked to find things like organic
blackberries and granola in their convenient store. An array of fruits, vegetables and dairy products were offered
and the space was not much larger than
what we have here at the College.
With organics and eating healthily a
rising trend, there is incentive for the
College to join this trend. In addition to
the health benefits it provides for students and staff it can be marketed as a
desirable trait to prospective students.
So next time you go to take a bite out of
spicy chicken or some fries I challenge
you to think about what you are eating
and the healthy alternative you could be
eating instead.

the food will go bad and students won't
like it," I would like you to take a look

Madelyn Halstead is a Features editor for

at the University

at MHalsteadl lwooster.edu.

of

Pittsburgh.

the Voice. Site can be reached

for comment

Destruction of Wall disappoints
Every

Saturday

night

walking

around campus, I see lampposts flicker
as people give them a good whack.
Sunday
Every
morning, I see

overturned
containers

trash

and
broken blue securi-

lauravalencia

ty lights. Usually, I
take this in stride,
perhaps throwing

away a can I come across. However, this
Sunday afternoon, when I saw the

destruction of the Berlin Wall exhibit,
I decided that enough was enough.
A high school teacher once told me
that one individual's rights end where
another individual's nose begins. This
is a powerful statement: drunken activwhether you are
ity in your room
drunk dialing your ex, compulsive buying on Ebay or just messing around
with your friends is one thing.
Destroying public art is another.
Perhaps those responsible didn't realize that their own peers created those
exhibits. From what I remember, about

12 walls were up. If each had three student workers, that's 36 people. If each
worker contributed four hours (there
were two working periods on the previous Saturday and Sunday mornings),
that's 144 hours of work. This doesn't
include the two-hoplanning meeting
ur

about 30 students, including myself,
attended, or the additional planning
that students, faculty and staff put into

creating this exhibit.
I would like to thank those who put
time and effort into creating the Berlin
Wall exhibit. You wanted to create a
statement, beautify our campus and
give college students something to
think about. These goals were all successful, especially the last. Seeing my
own peers' lack of respect for the hard
work of their fellow students definitely
gave me something to think about, and
I hope it does the same for the rest of
the campus, too.
The Jamie Foxx hit, "Blame it (on
the alcohol)" may be fun to dance to in

the UG, but it's not a legitimate
cation for the disrespect

I

justifi-

witnessed

Sunday afternoon, strewn in the Oak
Grove. And if you would like to argue
that alcohol was not a factor, then I
would be even more disturbed that

students would take
part in such immature behavior.
What needs to change? Some would
suggest the administration should
"crack down" on the little Wooster
nightlife we have. Some would suggest
that we shouldn't be given public art to

clear-thinki-

ng

begin with, our campus is beautiful
enough. I think that the change needs
to start with the students who recognize this vandalism as a conscientious
act of disrespect. If students are able to
take a stand and tell each other to let
what belongs on the playground, stay
on the playground, then perhaps next
Sunday morning we won't have to look
away shamefully at the weekend's
1

newest rearrangement of our trashcans
and benches.
Laura Valencia is a new contributor to the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at

Llalencial2wooster.edu.

The speed limit exists for a reason
Everyone goes through a phase in his
or her life where driving obnoxiously
fast is cool. The normal age for this to
occur is around the
time you get your
license and the
whole world seems
like your oyster.
The road is a big

UGull3wooster.edu.
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Usman Gul is a new contributor to the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at

cm

15 is

everyone dreads going into college.
You hear from every physician that the
key to living a
healthy life is diet
and exercise. The
exercise conditions
are far from ideal

open tar mattress
laneyaustln
just begging you
to scrape your tires along its smooth
surface, all the while passing effortless-

around cars going too "slow" for your
daredevil antics. However, most people
grow out of this phase when they get
their first speeding ticket, get a frightening lecture from their moms or just
realize that eventually they will probably kill themselves. For those select few
idiots out there who never realized this
and still drive their Kia Spqrtages at top
ly

speed down Beall Ave, please stop.
For the sake of consistency, the
default car used in this article will be
the Kia Sportage. Before you send in

complaints or start a Facebook group
called "Stop Writing, Laney. We Love
our Kia Sportages," know that I have no
problem with them, but honestly feel
like the drivers of this car and similar
models makes me feel that they own the

road and that gives them the freedom to

but .seriously, it's still equally lame.

max out their speedometer at any
chance they get. I understand that your

have never been impressed by someone
in a Lamborghini blowing by me at the
speed of sound. Instead, I find myself
yelling curse word after curse word at

Kia Sportage has an accelerator pedal,
but I don't care.
Allow me to paint a picture: You're
(aka the big highdriving down
way that leads you into Ohio's largest
1--

71

metropolis) in the left lane, humming
along to the latest T. Swift and enjoying a beautiful fall day in the
area. Suddenly, out of
nowhere, a Kia Sportage charges on
your tail; so close you literally look like

AkronCanton

some sort of deformed limousine.
Annoyed, you move over to the center
lane, thinking that the car will simply

pass by and continue on its way.
Unfortunately, that is never the case.
The driver (who for some reason is
always wearing fake Oakleys) revs their
engine hard and jets by you in a blinding light as if to say "My supercharged Sportage doesn't have the time
of day for your common mid-sisedan." All right, Mr. FOakley, you
ze

showed me.
It is also not an excuse to drive really fast because you have a cool car.
Luckily for us, we go to school in

Wooster so the extent of cool cars
around here is someone's mom's Volvo,

I

them because they are jeopardizing
such a wonderful machine, not to mention their life. Slowing down will prevent you from losing both. You make

the road safer for me and all the other
people out there.
average-speediBesides, the people driving super nice
baldcars are generally middle-ageing businessmen who feel important
woman in
by passing by a
ng

d,

60-year-- old

a Buick LeSabre.
Let's face it, we go to a school that is
based around a single road that con-

nects our academic lives to our personal ones. Having college students fly
down Beall Avenue everyday, nearly
decapitating our peers, is just plain
dangerous. So the next time your Kia
Sportage steering wheel is shaking
underneath your fingertips, begging
you to leave everyone around in your
take a deep breath, go rent the
dust
"Fast and the Furious" and get a life.
Laney Austin is a regular contributor to the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at
LAustin

1
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Pacific Gyre: What is plastic doing to us?
1
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year. As of late, every human that
has been tested for BPA has come
back positive. Every day we eat,
drink, breath and absorb BPA into
our systems through water bottles,
canned foods, plastic wrap and many
other household items and foods.
Alarmingly, BPA causes disruptions in the endocrine system, a delicately balanced system of hormones
that regulates every cell in our body.
Prenatal exposure can cause irreversible disruptions in unborn
reproductive
systems.
babies'
According to Best Life Magazine and
Fredrick vom Saal, Ph.D., a professor
at the University of Missouri at
Columbia,"We now know that BPA
causes prostate cancer in mice and
rats and abnormalities in the
prostate's stem cell, which is the cell
implicated in human prostate cancer.
That's enough to scare the hell out of
me." At Tufts University, Ana M.
Soto, M.D., has discovered a connection between BPA and breast cancer.
Lastly, research has shown that
BPA is accountable for a rise in obe-sit- y,
bridging a gap between the sky
rocketing levels of obesity as well as
BPA causes
plastic production.
insulin outputs to climb dramatically
and then crash, essentially mimicking diabetes.
According to Dr. vom Saal, "These
findings suggest that developmental
exposure to BPA is contributing to
the obesity epidemic that has
occurred during the last two decades
in the developed world and is associated with the dramatic increase in
the amount of plastic being produced each year." To back up this
information, America has seen an
exponential increase of 735 percent
in diabetes since 1935.
The compounds and the effects are
endless. The list goes on and on, and
yet awareness of this issue is minimal. Most individuals have been
affected, whether through a family
member, friend or personal experi
ence by a debilitating disease or can
cer. You hear that smoking, drinking!
doing drugs and a plethora of other
- tlurigs could be. to blame but did you
ever think that the plastic water bottle you drink out of or your
microwave popcorn could be responhealth
sible for these large-sca- le
problems? Probably not.

Wooster strives to create a diverse
community of students who are
defined by the activities and events
they choose to
involve themwith
selves

(

If I told you there was a swath of
plastic two times the size of Texas
floating 800 miles north of Hawaii in
the Pacific Ocean, would you believe
me? Probably not. But it's true. The
slow swirling vortex of water and
air covers a
oval known as the North Pacific subtropical gyre.
Larger marine animals and sailors
alike avoid the gyre, which stretches
it
on for miles. Calm and glass-lik- e,
resembles a desert more than an
ocean. But break the smooth surface
of the pristine seascape and you will
find a tangle of junk; strings of plastic bags,, tires, cracked bath toys; a
stew of plastic.
How did all of this plastic end up
here? Where did it come from and
what does it mean? For humans and
animals alike, the consequences are
dismal at best. Many have seen the
commercial that boasts, "Plastic
saves lives," and while it does in fact
do so, the commercial fails to inform
you that plastic "accounts for a rise in
obesity, infertility and more.
For animals, plastic pollution is
wreaking havoc. Dead birds have
been washing ashore in startling
numbers. As their bodies biodegrade
it becomes evident that they are filled
with plastic
cups, bottles and colored scraps all resembling fish. After
Dutch
one animal,
dissecting
researchers concluded that it contained 1,603 pieces of plastic. Birds
aren't alone. Your typical pictures of
a turtle with a plastic ring around its
shell or a dolphin swathed in plastic
fish nets are no longer representative
of the severe cases, but of everyday
instances.
In the gyre alone, tiny pieces of
plastic easily mistakable as plankton
swirl everywhere. By weight, this
section of the sea contains six times
more plastic than plankton, a scary
number to comprehend. Not only
does this prove devastating news for
animals, but for humans the repercussions are also high.
The more microscopic and invisible the plastic is, the more likely it is
to end up inside your body. The
information is disturbing, but we are
already constantly ingesting plastics
10-million-squar-

n
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Madelyn Halstead
Features Editor
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during

their

time here
Wooster.

at

I am a part
of the Greek

brittany

community as
a memoer ot
Phi
Zeta
Gamma, and an athlete as a field
hockey and club ice hockey team
member.
I think that my experience here at
Wooster has been enriched by being
a part of these two communities.
Being involved with athletics and
Above, a stew of plastic and a tangle of junk floats atop the
Life is an unbeatable combinaGreek
Pacific Ocean around Honolulu, Hawaii (Photo courtesy AP).
tion. Furthermore, I have the great
and the toxins associated with them. you, and it should because it was
opportunity to meet a larger range of
The most alarming of all is that even recently deemed a likely carcinogen
people in different networks around
the slightest of quantities can by the Environmental Protection
campus. Togetherness and bonding
severely disrupt gene activity; our Agency. PFOA is used in packaging
are core components of both activiwhose contents ren
amounts are far from
ties that have come to define my
der it heat and oil
miniscule. Best Life
Wooster experience. My closest
BPA causes
resistant. Frequently
Pacific
Magazine
friends come from both of these
in
used
microwave
researcher
gyre
groups and are always there to proin
Cancer
.
popcorn, PFOA can
,
Charles Moore sug- ,
vide support for each other.
and
leach into the pop- My Greek community supports my
gests, You could mice and
take your serum to a 'QQnormalitieS in the corn '" wnen "eaa
athletic endeavors on and off the
lab now, and they'd
field. While on the field and on the
in the microwave,
stem cell spiking the amount of
find at least 100
ice I can always count on my Zeta
the chemical' in your
industrial chemicals
and Greek friends to be my biggest
... implicated in the blood.
that weren't around
and most supportive fans at every
in 1950." While most human
Other chemicals
game. Most recently they were front
like polybrominated
of the chemicals
and center during the field hockey
diphenyl
ethers
don't cause instanta- cancer.
national tournament game. It felt
neously detrimental enough to scare the (PBDEs) are known
great to know that they were supto cause liver and
reactions, that does
porting me as well as my teammates
thyroid
toxicity,
render them hell OUt Of me."
not
in our eventual victory, and that I
memory loss and
benign.
could hear them over everyone else.
dis- developmental
Simply put, accordThey are also extremely supportvom
in
abilities
the repro- ing to Moore, "Plastic Professor Fredrick
ive of the athletic lifestyle I must
Yet
is a petroleum-base- d
lead off the field. They accommoSAAL, PH.D. ductive systems.
used
this chemical is
mix of monomers
date me and other athletes in my
that become poly University of Missouri at in the manufacturing
group by arranging many events and
mers." He continues,
besides the parties
Columbia of cars in moldings
and floor coverings,
"Chemicals are added
associated with Greek Life.
giving your car that
for
suppleness,
My field hockey team was my first
smell."
inflammability and other qualities." "new-cfamily here at.Wooster, and they have
One of ..themost.prevalent chemi- -.
..Wheo.it comesto.jhe compounds
supportedthrough
cals,
and
and one of the most toxic as
even the words can appear scary,
ence. as a member of the Greek comchances are if you can't pronounce it well is bisphenol A (BPA). This community. My teammates are always
pound is incredibly detrimental to
you probably shouldn't be eating it.
ready and willing to aid me in anythe body and is produced in mass
This being said, perfluorooctanoic
thing that I may need to get done for
acid (PFOA) may confuse and frighten
6 billion pounds each
quantities
Zeta, including attending events that
are held at Wooster.
Involving myself in these two
communities allows me to help
bridge the gap between Greeks an
athletes in turn building campus
Brown of Good Eats. "We're decidNational Meeting in San Francisco, illustrate the nitrogen cycle, a needle
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
unity. Furthermore, my1 Wooster
and balloon experiment, a "shrinking ing if field trips are something we
occurring on March 22, 2010.
Senior Staff Writer
has been enhanced
experience
volumes" demonstration and a dry ice
want to do this year," explained
Each year, Wooster's Chemistry
because I'm a part(of two vibrant
Lockhart.
Gretchen Lockhart '10 has someClub plans events to align with the experiment.
groups on this campus.
theme
The group also hosts speaker events
The Chemistry Club also plans to
during
thing to say, and it may shock you:
with other science throughout
the academic year.
Brittany Montgomery '10 is a member
"Chemistry is fun." As President of National Chemistry Week, which was coordinate
the
of of the sorority Zeta Phi Gamma and the
The College of Wooster's Chemistry' the week of Oct. 23. To celebrate this groups, such as Physics Club and Because
Department
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Chemistry often hosts academic Field Hockey team. She can be reachedfor
Club, Lockhart and her officers, Vice year's National Chemistry Week, the
comment at bmontgomerylOwooster.edu.
social to Club, to host All Science Day on
speakers, the group brings in chemical
President Mary Kate Lockhart '11, group held a campus-wid- e
'10,
celebrate Mole Day, prepared liquid campus.
industry specialists to provide netTreasurer Elana Stennett
Last year, the event was coordinated working and education opportunities
Secretary Blake Smith '10 and nitrogen ice cream and carved pumpby the Physics Club; Chemistry Club's for the campus.
Outreach Coordinator Max Mullen kins for Halloween.
In early September, the club hosted
and
'10, plan
Chemistry Club plans a number of demonstrations created Flubber and
liquid nitrogen ice cream. "We want to
activities to help spread this message
activities
Richard Hardy, the President
to promote outreach. The group travels to Wooster spread the word about chemistry, and
of XIM Paint Co., headquarto the community.
show kids that chemistry is fun. We
The Wooster Chemistry Club is a elementary and high schools to pertered in Cleveland. Future ideas
student chapter of the American form magic-lik- e
want to get kids interested in science"
chemistry experiinclude patent lawyers or chemical
said Lockhart. Lockhart expressed an engineers.
Chemical Society (ACS). According to ments. "We try to fit our presentaLockhart, "the ACS has certain critetions with the curriculum," explained interest in developing campus-wid- e
New members are always welcome
ria to be a student chapter."
outreach projects.
Lockhart.
to attend Chemistry Club meetings,
'11" 3 f) c ' .iy:::r
The group has three to five out- The Chemistry Club won an
In the past, the group has taken notes Lockhart, and members do not
:,( .:..:
Honorable Mention Chapter Award reach programs for kindergarten to excursions
to various need to be ChemistryBiochemistry
from the ACS for its activities during
aged children planned for chemistry-relate- d
events. Last year, and Molecular Biology majors or
'
a
i
i
academic year. A the spring semester. Possibilities for for example, the group attended a enrolled in courses. The Chemistry
the 2008-200- 9
plaque will be presented to a member
outreach presentations include a liquid food show in Cleveland, which feaClub meets every other Sunday at 7
of the chapter during the 239th ACS nitrogen ice cream demonstration to tured. Food Network star Alton p.m. in Severance 123.
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Many air fresheners contain toxins that aren't particularly good
alternafor us or the environment. Some creative and

Sustainability program house is
potentially in the College's future

tives to keep your dorm or house smelling nice include:

Amanda Keith
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For students interested in reducing their carbon footprint on campus,
the
Environmental
Studies
Department has proposed a sustainable living program house for the
2009-201- 0
academic year.
Susan Clayton, chair of the environmental studies department, posed
the question, "What changes can we
make in the structure of our living
arrangements that will reduce our
impact on the environment?"
While the details of the program
house are not finalized, Clayton said
that ideally the house would be retrofitted to include "more insulation,
low-flo- w
shower heads, solar panels
and possiblya rain garden." Also, the
house will receive yearly environ

mental upgrades: "This year we'll try cover costs of the environmental
and propose some things to start projects, Clayton believes that,
might be a reason
with the hope that every year there ''$10,000-$20,00- 0
able amount."
will be new ideas," said Clayton.
Clayton and Erin Leonardi, associA dedicated group of four to five
ate director of residence life, decided
students is currently investigating
that typically eight students would
the environmental possibilities.
Emily Graham '12 stated, "Although be" the maximum number of residents allowed in the house.
we've only just started, the students
Clayton hopes that the sustainable-livin-g
working on the committee are all
program house will become a
enthusiastic, and I'm confident that
we'll have a strong proposal ready demonstration for the campus: "I
before the end of this academic year." would like to think of this house as
However, the College may have to being a place to test out things that
deny some of the students' ideas could then be expanded to the rest of
because of lack of funding. Clayton the campus."
The development team's next
said that The Great Lakes College
Association (GLCA) has provided a ' meeting is Friday, Nov. 20 at 2 p.m. in
few hundred dollars to help prepare a the first floor lounge of Morgan
Hall. Students interested in the proproposal, but the budget for the program house has not yet been gram house can contact Susan
approved by President Cornwell. To Clayton at sclaytonwooster.edu.
1
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About the town: El Campesino's proves hit or miss restaurant
Kevin Carpenter
Business Manager

to sweep in whenever they ran low.

KC: The same could be said for
drinks. We did not ask for a recommendation like we normally did, but
ordered the food that caught our eyes
For this week's review we jouron the menu. The menu itself was
neyed to one of the hottest College pretty typical for a Mexican restaulocations for Mexican fare. El rant. Separate sections for quesadil-la- s,
Campesino may be north of campus,
enchiladas, vegetarian, a la carte,
but our taste buds traveled south of fajitas and combinations covered the
the border.
menu as readily as Kipaya covered his
chips with salsa.
KK: My first thought was of
apprehension; the restaurant was
KK: I found the menu to be convopacked on a Saturday night and the luted
it was somewhat hard to folprospects of getting a good table
low. The only thing separating one
let alone a fast and speedy meal
disli from another were the differentwere not fantastic.
ly colored backgrounds. Given the
number of food options, it would
KC: Luckily, this was not the case.
have been nice to see a betteY organWe were seated very quickly, and
ized menu.
were immediately given our complimentary chips and salsa.
KC: I don't know what else they
could have done, personally, but let's
KK: The restaurant design wasn't
not let our menu preferences get
anything spectacular; visitors can between us. I ordered the Enchiladas
expect the standard booths, tables
Campesinos (out of the clearly
and a faux brick wall. The only visilabeled combinations section, by the
ble concern was that on a night as way) which came with a side of rice
busy as this, people looked to be for the standard price of $7.25.
pushed together.
KK: After much combing though
KC: This is a fair observation,
the menu, I found what I thought
although I would take being seated might be one of the best values available. For only $0.75 more than a regquickly over being spread out. I per
sonally am a fan of the generic ular fajita
which only comes with
I got the
Mexican restaurant atmosphere, with chicken, shrimp or beef
the autumnal orange and beige walls El Campesino Fajitas which included
adorned by sombreros, ponchos and all three options for a reasonable
glowing neon beer advertisements.
$10.50.

Kipaya Kapiga
Web Editor

KK: Let's not forget the big mural
covering basically the whole wall.
KC: True, but we're not here to
judge Mexican art, so let's move on
to the service.
KK: Let me just say, I was very
impressed with our waiter. Even on a
night as busy as Saturday was, he was
on top of his game. Our supply of
chips and salsa was never below our

demand. At points, he seemed like a
guardian angel looking over us ready

I

Above, visitors at El Campesino enjoy the setting, atmosphere and, of course, the
Mexican food (Photo by Maureen Sill).
KC: It's good compared to some
other salsas you can get for free, in
my opinion.
KK: You always have to have the
last word, don't you?

While we waited for our food,
more chips than I probably
should have, which was both good
and bad. The salsa was actually pretty tasty for the normal "authentic
Mexican" experience, while the chips
were somewhat below par.
KC:

I ate

KK: Sure, if by "pretty tasty" you
mean that it was bland, homogeneous,
and felt like something out of a vat.
I'm accustomed to more textured
salsa with nice chunks of tomato,
onion or maybe cilantro.

KC: Yes. Moving on, I found the
food to be quite good, but again,
nothing more thpn the usual Midwest
Mexican restaurant. Now, you should

not read this as if I am saying I did
not enjoy it. I absolutely, positively,
wholeheartedly love Mexican food.
And because this was good Mexican
food, I loved it as well. However, one
should not go to El Campesino looking for a circus of flavor in your
mouth: it is good, but does not stand
out next to other tasty
yet stanMexican
dard
authentic
restaurants in the Midwest.
sit-do-

wn

KK: A circus of flavor is exactly
I got: I was so satisfied with my
choice of dish, I even enjoyed burping it up later.

what

caramelized onions, delicious mushthe fajitas.
rooms and smorgasbord of green and
KK: I certainly will be. It's time to
red peppers. Though it was difficult rank it!
to discern the specific ingredients of
the dish because everything had been
Atmosphere:
cooked and put together so well, the
KC: 810
flavors were mingling, touching and
KK:710
producing many flavorful children.
The shrimp was bigger and juicer
Service:
than expected. And because the dish
KC: 810
was so well cooked, you got the flaKK: 1010
vors of the vegetables and the other
meat cooked right into the shrimp.
Food:
The flavor was exploding from every
KC:710
part of this meal. The caramelized
KK: 1010'
onions were a special treat, adding a
nice sweet tone to the entire dish.
Price:
The only portion of the meal I was
KC: 810
disappointed in was having only three
KK:910 .
small tortillas on which to pile on a
mountain of vegetables and meat.
Overall:
.

KC: Disgusting, but true.
KK: The El Campesino Fajita was a
brilliant medley of chicken, beef and
shrimp cooked up with ' sweet

along with lettuce and sour cream, I
simply was not as impressed as you.
The rice was scrumptious, but again,
scrumptious rice is the norm for this
type of place. It easily filled me up
and left me happy for its price, but
perhaps next time I will be getting

Free Thinkers Club provides an outlet for
Features Editor
Tyler Croxall '11, Philip Wagner
'11, Emily 'Emma' Popovich '11 and
Michelle Mate '1 1 are all founders of a
new and upcoming club: The Free
Thinkers Club.
"We started the group for two reafor equal representation and
sons
to deter the taboo of atheism and
agnosticism," said Popovich. In an
attempt to change the way the world
thinks, all four founders decided to
start right here at the The College of
Wooster.
"I think there is a very bad representation of atheists and agnostics on
campus. Also, people think that if you
are not associated with a religion, then

you have no religious moral codes to
adhere to," said Popovich, "and this is

not right."
Atheism and agnosticism are not
widely represented in politics and are
not a popular topic nowadays. The
Free Thinkers Club wants to acknowlan active
edge even more diversity
in
the
campus
upholding
component
characterization.
community
The club does not limit its members
to just agnosticism or atheism. "This
would raise a question of which one
has a higher power," said Popovich.
The club leaves it open to those who
are questioning religion in general or
another alternative to agnosticism and
those who are "in
atheism
' between," as it said on their first
poster.

Their preliminary meeting was on
Oct 26 at 9 p.m. About 30 people were
in attendance, including the four
founding officers. "Our first meeting
was just to see how many people were
interested and wanted to be involved.
We talked about what the group was
about, mission statements, possible
advisor suggestions, fueling a better
image by doing community service
and about going to church services
and discussing them at meetings," said
Popovich.

It was a concern of the club
founders that there would be a very
negative response to the Free
Thinkers Club. "It has been more or
less neutral to the people in the club.
It's been more or less a success getting
people to come to the first meeting,"

Lilly House honors project scholars
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Senior Staff Writer
The Lilly Project for the
Exploration of Vocation sponsored
returnee presentations and a "How
to Apply" evening this week to stimulate student interest in the program's summer exploration fellowships.
The Lilly Project offers five summer fellowship programs providing
activities.
stipends for
Laura Valencia '12 spent last summer
off-camp-

us

in North Carolina, for example, to

filmmaking.
study documentary
"Documentary work is not something I could continue at Wooster,"
she said. Through the Azimuth
grant, Valencia combined her interests in film and her fluency in
Spanish to work with migrant farm
workers at a small
organization. Valencia's grant
(Azimuth fellowship winners are
awarded up to $2500) allowed her to
interview and photograph the workers. She also ran staff meetings and
non-governme-

ntal

worked with public relations.
According to the Lilly Project,
"Azimuth fellowships are designed to
provide students with the opportunity to explore passionate interests
outside their academic studies." The
fellowships "are wide open," said
Director of the Lilly Project Cathy
McConnell. Designed for mature students willing to construct their own
academic experience, prior students
have studied Gregorian chant,
organic, farming, bicycles and other
projects. "Azimuth gives you the
complete freedom to do what you
want to do," said McConnell.
Amanda Armstrong '11 received a
Fellowship
Legal Humanitarian
(awarded up to $2500) to work for
the Fair Housing Association in
is
Cleveland.
The fellowship
designed for students who are
embarking on careers "in which a
knowledge of ethical issues is important," according to the Lilly Project.
Armstrong's fellowship allowed her
to "learn what else to do with a law
degree" other than litigation.. She
filed complaints with the Civil
Rights Commission concerning
buildings not to code for citizens
with disabilities as well as other legal
community issues. "I learned how
the law affects lives," said
Armstrong, "using legal knowledge
to help people in a

"

ory

1

non-predat-

i

Above, Laura Valencia '12 films her documentary in a field
of tobacco last summer in North Carolina (Photo courtesy
Laura Valencia).

way."

The Lilly Project offers several
programs that can be used for overseas study. Fellows for the Medical

Think they got the wrung impression?
Have a restaurant you want reviewed?
Want to ask a question or espress an opinthe
at
authors
Email
ion?
voicestaJJgmail.com or drop a letter in
To find out more about the
Box
C-31-

non-believe- rs

said Popovich.

The founders were aware that they
might make people uncomfortable on
campus; however, it is a reality that
there are people on campus who can be
unsure of their religious ethics and
beliefs.

87.

authors and the column, visit

.

Tamari Farquharson

7.7510
KK:910

KC:

KC: Wow. Although my chicken
was certainly well seasoned and the
enchiladas were bathed in sauce and
topped with fresh, silky guacamole

"The point of group is to get an
equal representation on campus. I
don't think it is unfair to ask for that.
People don't have to be prejudice
towards other people who are unsure
of their religion," said Popovich "The
group is not trying to force an idea on
people. People often claim ideals that
aren't their own. Those who are
unsure should be able to be like normal people who can still do daily
things in society like other people who
are sure."

"There is a prejudice there. It is like
when it comes up, people
politics
don't want to talk about it. It goes
ignored," said Popov ich.
Croxall, Wagner, Popovich and Mate
treat everyone as if they are agnostic
because they believe it is the safer and

better way.
The Free Thinkers Club is an unofficial club. Their meeting time will fx? at
8 p.m. in Bahcock every other Monday.
This time is subject to change. Without
an advisor, the club cannot make a
If you are a professor and would
like to be an advisor for the club, or a
student who is interested in the meetings, Popovich can be contacted at
epopovithllwooster.edu. Look out
for the Free Thinkers Club posters in
Lowry!
list-ser-

ve.

liitCnirtionnl Education Week

I.

:

Location

V.'

i; (lEVV)

is a celebration of

tho CcIIcd's diversity. Abovo, students representing
Acia thcvccco their creativity through dance at the
T:.' :r.t & Cl ".:.:ro Chow tact Saturday in McGaw Chapel
(Pi, etc- ccji Lry '.'aria Ma. tin).
-

Humanitarian award (up to $3100)
traveled to Costa Rica, Guatemala
and Tanzania to participate in mednonical and public health-relate- d
governmental organizations. The
project also sponsors tuition and
$2000 grants to Rhodes University
International School in South Africa
to study social justice, human rights
and race relations.
This summer, the Lilly Project is
teaming with the Center for
Entrepreneurship to provide six to
internships,
10 students eight-wee- k
producing Ingenuity Fest, a "multi

Festival of Art
media, multi-venuand Technology." Students will have
the opportunity to work on marketing, administration, coordination,
and festiprogramming,
val development projects.
To apply for a Lilly Project fellowship, or to learn more about the program's vocation exploration , prowebsite
their
visit
grams,
(www.wooster.edulilly) or visit the
Lilly House. Applications for summer programs are due Feb. 5 by 5
p.m.; applicants will be informed of
the decision by spring break.
ed

fund-raisi-

ng

Friday,
November
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MARTEN DOLLINGER

Lee Mckinstry

"The Fantasticks" provides light entertainment
voice is beautiful as well, and although
some of her songs are out of her
range, she never seems like she's

Nathan Comstock
Voice Staff

Halloween has come and gone, and
apparently Halloween is the new
Thanksgiving, as Christmas decorations are already out and holiday music
is blaring across
everystores

reaching.

Looking for a good way to avoid
this weekend? Instead of
another party at Bissinan or a night in
your room playing DragonAge, consider seeing a show. Eflie's Players production of the
classic
The Fantasticks" is a quirky, charming
and fun way to sjiend your evening.

Aside from El Gallo, all the characters in the show are mostly divided
the fathers, the lovers,
into pairs
a pair of washed-oand
the mutes
Shakespearian actors El Gallo hires to

homework

ut

off-Broad- way

help out with his schemes. Although
they vary in their musical and acting
abilities, one thing each pair lias in

Founded years ago, the student-ru- n
theatre group is s second year back
after a long hiatus. Last year they gave
us "Frozen," a chilling, dark and powerful piece about child murder and
pedophilia, so this year the time was
d.
right for something more
And "Fantasticks" was the perfect
choice.
Written in 1 !H0, "The Fantasticks"
until 2(X)'2,
didn't close
making it the longest running musical

and the two fathers concoct an elaborate scheme.
(Photo by Maureen Sill '10)
El Gallo

light-hearte-

'iies aren't high
the set and costumes
are minimalist, including a sun and
moon made of cardloard and arrays of
boxes which serve as trees. But the
script Hikes fun at the set, and characters break the fourth wall just enough

otf-broadw- ay

ever. The plot centers around two
fathers who hatch an elaborate plan to
and
get their children to fall in love
the elaborate disasters that Wall them

that the haphazardness

is clearly intentional. And the cast has a vibrant energy and enthusiasm which makes their
inexperience seem less important.

along the way.
Effic's player's production, directed
by Yassi Davoodi '11, faces a lot of
challenges, but I think it's sufficient to
say it rises to the occasion. The cast is
rs
young, made up entirely of
and sophomores. The production val- -

Two elements deserve credit for realthe show's metatheatric conA pair of 'mutes,'
ventions work.
ly making

'12 and

played by Valerie Monzena

first-yea-

The rapport the
actors establish with their primary
costars are all wonderful, and the best
moments of the show are duets and
scenes where they get to play off each
other. Ben Caroli '12 and Miles Batson
'12, as the two fathers, were especially
spades is chemistry.

hi

in-it-

FTT

Alex Horning '13, provide grade- .

effects and become addition-

school-lik- e

set pieces in a very endearing way.
'13
And Malcolm Campbell-Taylserves as a sort of greek chorus, openal

or

ing and closing both acts.

also steals the
melodramatic
the
as
show
banditmagician El Gallo, once again
performturning in an
ance that alone makes it worth it to
see this show. Lauren Tweddale '13,
as the 'slightly mad' young lover
Louisa, holds her own against him,
though, and holds parts of the show
together with her stage presence. ler
Campbell-Tayl-

or

over-the-t- op

1

martendoll.nger

'

fun to watch.
There's an old stage adage that says
if you're having fun, the audience will

Thanksgiving

of Christmas specials, including the
"A
most remade story ever
Christmas Carol." Charles Dickens'
story of Elienezer Scrooge's ghostly

isn't perfect by any stretch of the
imagination, but there's so much energy and enthusiasm radiating from
everyone on stage that you can't help
but be taken in by it.
'The Fantasticks" runs Saturday at

visitors and his subsequent conversion
from his miserly ways has not only been
adapted into countless films, cartoons,

8:15 p.m. and Sunday at 3 p!m. in
Schoolroy Theatre. Tickets are free, but
seating is limited, so come early if you

operas, ballets and stage productions,
but it has practically defined and codified a classic trojx; for
plot lines. Even when it was
first released, a theatrical adaptation
changing-your-evil-wa-

want a good seat.

seen Disney's newest computer-gener- -.
ated rendition yet, but I'm sure that, at
this point, it's impossible to ruin the
classic unless you're trying really, really
hard. Or perhaps actually reading the

!

f
U

;

w

.
.

original. Seriously, 01' Charley is crazy.
Back in high school, a few friends
and I decided it'd be a fun tradition

L
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First place went to Shining as Stars, with Ms. Knight
and the Gentlemen in second. The PhiloSkaphers
(alternately Vacation Bible Ska, pictured) took third
(Photos courtesy Colin Strylowski '10.)

The crowds were immensley energetic for every set.
Fans voted for their favorite bands by putting money
into that band's box. The event, sponsored by Circle
K, raised $180.23 for VHfs Save The Music.

"The Men Who Stare at Goats" is
definitely not what I would consider
to be a mainstream movie. It can also
be said with almost complete certainty that it will have absolutely no
chance of beating "Twilight" at the
box office this weekend.
Still, "The Men Who Stare at
Goats" is a surprisingly entertaining
film that is, for the most part, worthy
of your time.

The

film, based on a
book, is about the military's secret
development of psychic techniques
that were meant to help soldiers fight
with their minds and not with their
guns. Trust me, you'll be spending
non-ficti-

on

most of the movie trying to figure out
what was based on actual events, and
what was completely made up.
Ewan
McGregor
plays Bob
Wilton, a wannabe war correspondent who has a chance encounter
with Lyn Cassady (George Clooney),
a man who claims to be a former
member of the US military's psychic
operatives unit.

strange way of "speaking American"
will undoubtedly distract a lot of
viewers who have not been exposed to
it before, so as a person recommending this film', it is my duty to warn you
in advance.
Mr. McGregor's 'American .accent

has never
been very

believable
and at this
point, it can
be assumed

that it never will be. If you do find
yourself becoming distracted, I recommend playing the fun and rewarding "Guess when Ewan really slips up
and sounds completely Scottish"
game. It will keep you amused.
And since we're on the topic of distractions, am I the only one who
thinks that George Clooney looks way
too much like Clarke Gable when he
has a mustache?
It's also fun tp keep track of how
many times the soldiers of the psychic

A-li-
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Marten is an Arts and Entertainment
editor for ic Voice. He can be reachedfor
comment at MDollingerlOivooster.edu.

Freshmen!

How do you feel about clothing stores like Urban
Outfitters, Anthropologic, or American Aparrel? Do you
feel like thye help or hurt fashion by branding that sort
of image?
Sometimes I feel that these stores are marketing an image
that initially came about to rebel against that very market and
those who are then targeted by said market. Dors that make
sense? It's like they're selling sub culture to the masses...
What is your favorite article of clothing?
I buy fabric because its cheaper than scarves and wrap it
around my head. I hale doiiu; my hair so, you'll hardly see mc
without a scarf.
.1? Do you have a process? You
How do yon ; t '
v
v
pair thirds ciy
I don't know. I find stuff on the floor of my closet. I'm
messy. I think the most about w hat jewelry to wear because
that ulwavs seems t be ov anied.

Cash

Do writing?
Make art?

prizes awarded to all
contribute!!

Submit it to

YEAR
nrD
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Style photos and questions
H
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ops unit refer to themselves as "Jedi any film that requires a new age ston- er dude.
warriors." Given the fact that Ewan
The style in which the movie was
McGregor played Jedi master Obi
filmed, as well as the outlandish char- Wan Kenobi in the three Star Wars
acters were definitely reminiscent of a
prequels, audiences will undoubtedly
chuckle when a perplexed Mr. Coen Brothers film, only not executed
McGregor asks, "What's a Jedi?" Oh, nearly as well. Basically, "The Men
your blatant humor is certainly not Who Stare at Goats"' is sort of a ran- dom mash-u- p of flashbacks and present
lost on me, movie...
tense scenarios, which makes it a little
Anyway, back to the review.
McGregor's character Bob Wilton hard to follow. At times, it feels disjointacts as the ed and often, it seems to lack a story.
All in all, it's difficult to really
everyman and
the guy the remember what exactly happened in the
audience can film. Instead, I can only rememler that
it made me laugh. That being said,
to.
relate
While every- - strange, irreverent humor is rarely lost
on me, and this film did make me laugh
one else is going crazy, staring intenta fair amount, which is certainly a good
ly at walls and talking about killing
goats with their minds, Wilton enough reason for me to recommend it.
If you're in the mood for a laugh
remains just as confused as we are,
which helps to ground the film and
this weekend and you'd rather see a
st
film with some
make it
stars acting
seem a little less ridiculous.
And trust me, the film is definitely
silly and a man trying his best and
full of ridiculousness. One need look
failing at an American accent (as
opposed to a film starring some pale,
no further than Jeff Bridges' character Bill Jango, who is the hippie
glittery dude and an awkward girl),
then go see "The Men Who Stare at
founder of the secret unit. Bridges'
role in this film further proves that Goats." I guarantee you, the. theater
he will always be the go-t- o actor for will not be crowded.

Before we go any further with this
I
feel it is important to
acknowledge Ewan McGregor's failed
attempt at an American accent. His
review,

to read the classic aloud. Every year
of high school we tried this, and
every year we failed to get through
the whole thing. It's just not really
that kind of prose, I guess.
Unfortunately, we couldn't get our
hands on the abbreviated version
that Dickens himself did readings of
te
1800's. Despite
in the
having never finished it, we had a lot
of fun trading of!" characters
generally, Fezziwig was voiced as a
pirate and Mrs. Cratchit was very
often done in the high, squealing
voice of Ms. Piggy. The furthest we
ever got on these nights of amusing
recitation was about the very begin- ning of the most, ghostly of
Scrooge's visitors, the ghost of
Christmas Yet to Come. One can
only manage so many silly voices
before he has to call it quits. It's really a shame that we've lost track of
the oral tradition in story telling.
Even though we never finished, it
, was nice to have a tradition.
As this semester comes to a close,
enjoy the traditions you have, with your
family and friends. Don't rush through
the season, and make the most of your
break from academics (or do as I'll be
doing and getting as much done on I.S.
the semester starts
as possible
anew). Maybe see what Disney has
done to the classic, or just enjoy the
Mupx-- t or Patrick Stewart versions,
But for goodness sake, at least wait until
after Thanksgiving break before you
subject us all to your Christmas music.
mid-to-la-

"Men Who Stare At Goats" bizarre but witty
Hallie Moreland
Voice Staff

ys

was commissioned almost immediately,
and Ixiotlcgged copies of the text were
abundant in the states (much to
Dickens' chagrin
ironically he couldn't stand losing the money). I haven't

7

Vf

Yet!"

Nonetheless, the winter holiday season is approaching, and with it all sorts

too. That is really the one thing that
makes this show enjoyable. The show

'

"

i

'

at half
away
price. Seriously,
can we slow
down a bit? ,

feel like we're skipping November
entirely. As a senior hacking away at
I.S., I am in no rush tolhe end of this
semester. In the words of everyone
who didn't buy a Christmas wreath
from Charlie Brown, "It's Not Even

Major Turnoutfor this year's Battle of the Bands
r

where as soon as
the left over
candy was sold

-
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Scot field hockey's NCAA journey comes to a close
Mike

Haggerty

Voice

Staff

viduals. They dominated their conference with impeccable defense and
an overpowering offense.
The game Saturday was much
closer than the final score indicated
as the Scots only trailed by one goal
going into the half. Madalyn Myers
'12 had an impressive first half, holding the Seagulls to just one goal
while making seven saves. This was
not surprising given that she has
been the foundation of the Wooster
defense all year. Unfortunately for
the Scots, their impressive defense
would eventually break down in the

The field hockey team's season
came to an end last Saturday.
Despite a 0 loss to No. 2 Salisbury
University, the team can hang its hat
on the finest season in team history.
This loss marks the end of a terrific season for the Scots who managed a very impressive record of 17-- 6.
The NCAC Champion Scots have
much to be proud of as they look
back on a season filled with accomplishment both as a team and as indi
4--

second half and their offense would
never get the ball rolling.
During the second half, Salisbury
broke away from the Scots with
three goals just after the break.
Caitlin Walker scored the first goal
for Salisbury, following scores from
Beladino
and
Beverly
Tara
McGovern. The Scots' offense was
unable to respond. A team that averaged over three goals per game was
held scoreless by a very impressive
Salisbury defense. It seemed that the
goal was just out of reach for the
Scots, as their offense simply could

not gain ground against the dominant force of the Salisbury defense.
Although the Scots lost their
match on Saturday, they can look
back and be very proud of what they
have accomplished on the playing
field this season. They captured
their second consecutive NCAC conference championship and made it to
the second round of the NCAA tournament with a win over Hamilton
College, a feat that has only been
accomplished once before in Scots
history. This team also recorded the
most wins by a Scots team since
1981, cementing
their place in
Wooster Scots history.
In addition to these team accomplishments, several key players for the
Scots had stellar seasons. Four Scots
made the
team following the Scots' championship victory
over Ohio Wesleyan University in the
NCAC
match,
championship
Stephanie Standera '11, Brittany
Montgomery '10, Kate Valora '1 and
Katrina Wojciechowski '10. In addition, Amanda Artman '10 dominated
the competition this season, becoming
the College of Wooster's all-tileader in points while also leading the
NCAC in points. These players combined their skills to form a team,
which has set the bar very high for the
future of the field hockey program.
These accomplishments form the
legacy of an excellent college field
hockey team, a legacy that was created through hard work and dedication. The Fighting Scots accomplished something which all athletes
strive for, a season that they can look
back on and be proud of.
The Scots plan on graduating four
.: seniors this year, who accounted for
nearly 50 percent of the team's
offensive output this past season (39
of the 8 1 total goals). The Scots will
who all saw
return 11 first-yea- rs
action. Rising senior Eileen Barrer
Feit start- '11 will be asked to step into
Artman's large offensive void.
all-tourna-
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who saw the field for the Scots this season.
ed in all 20 games that she played (Photo by Andrew Collins).
11

first-yea- rs

nin
Don't have a clue who's going to
the big game? Every week,

in

sports

nuts

Matthew

lannie,

Andrew Vogel, Chris Weston and
Jason Weincardt will pick the
week's biggest football games, both
college and pro. Some w ill be on the
mark, others probably not so much.
We'll track their progress every
week with season standings. Think
they've picked the wrong teams?
Feel free to let them know what you
think about all
sports
at

Men drop
first game
Chris Weston
Sports Editor
Well, it could have started off better
for the Scots.
In their first official game of the season, the Fighting Scots fell to Albion
5.
Despite never trailing
College
by more than four points, and having
the lead for more than 18 minutes in the
57-5-

voicesportswooster.edu.

16(5-8-

2

(11-1- 3)

161-8-

7

(17-1-

iri!)-8-

9

(16-1- 1)

15fi-0-

2

Wenz not enough in loss
Matt Yannie
Sports Editor
The women's basketball team
traded baskets with John Carroll
University all night on Monday, but
eventually fell short in securing victory in the season opener. Despite
leading at many points in the sec
ond half, the Scots were undone by
turnovers and untimely fouls late in
the game, giving John Carroll the
85-8-

2

0)

(19-- 8)

Matthew
A Andrew
C Chris
i- - Jason
All Everyone
M

win.

In a game that featured strong
offensive performances all over the
court, the Scots and the Blue
the Scots to give them the lead and Streaks battled for momentum and
eventually the win.
control of the game throughout.
With 31 seconds remaining in the John Carroll opened up a nine point
game, Albion sophomore Chris Hutton
advantage early in the first half
sank a
to give Albion the
which was cut to two by the half-tim-e
lead
With control of the ball,
break. The game featured 10
Wooster ran the court, but chances to lead changes in the second half and
push the game into overtime seemed to
17 ties throughout the entirety of
evaporate when Bryan Wickliffe '11
the game.
missed a lay up with the game clock
Kym Wenz '10, a preseason
almost expired. After a couple of quick
and last season's NCAC
fouls on both sides to prevent big leading scorer, started right where
scores, the Britons walked asvay with
she left off last season. Wenz
the 5 victory.
recorded a career high 35 points on
The ending of the game was not the 55 percent shooting from the field
big story for Wickliffe, however, who and a nearly perfect 10 of 11 from
led all scorers with 18 points and 10 the free throw line to lead all scorrebounds, giving him the second
Guard
ers on Monday night.
of his career.
Another Colleen Goodwillie '10 added on to
strong performance for the Scots came the offensive effort with 10 points
from Justin Hallowell '12, who continof her own for the Scots.
ued to show his dominance from
behind the three-poi- nt
line, sinking
and tallying 1 1 points
on the day.
The problem for Wooster was the
Matt Yannie
teams shooting percentage from the
Sports Editor
field
33 percent. This equaled the
The women's swimming and diving
season low from the year before.
record
bolstered their dual-me- et
team
Wooster only made 18 of their 54
with
weekend
victories
over
the
over
Wickliffe
with
shots,
and Greg
only
and Case
Oberlin College (108-9who made his only shot
Ross '12
Western Reserve University (160-77- ).
shooting over 50 percent.
Also troubling the Scots were With the wins the Scots improved to
0
on the season while winning the
the 18 they suffered was
turnovers
Veale Classic.
annual
among their highest single game
domicontinued dual-me- et
The
from
totals
last season.
lead
was
team
women's
the
back
of
bounce
nance
The Scots look to
on a
underof
the
performances
by
Van
Al
strong
positive note with the
WieRotary Classic starting today. classmen. Kate Hunt '13 led all swimThe Scots play Carnegie Mellon mers with four wins on the weekend
University tonight at 8 p.m., with a including two Veale Classic records on
game tomorrow against either the Saturday against Case Western
of St. Thomas or Reserve. Hunt won the 50 and 500
University
Heidelberg University. St. Thomas freestyle races against Oberlin on
went 30 games without a loss last year Friday and followed that crforniance
before losing in the NCAA tournawith record breaking victories in the
100 and 200 freestyles against the
eventual
to
champion
ment
Spartans.
Washington University in St. Louis.
three-point-

er
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Women swim to
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(M) Wellington at Dallas (A,l',.I)
(J) Cleveland at Detroit (M.A.C)

The Scots also received solid post
of Kaitlin
Krister '10 and Jessica Wingan '13.
Krister pulled in five rebounds
while scoring 10 points and Wingan
recorded a double double in her
Wooster debut with 10 points and
rebounds. Wooster dominated
the Blue Streaks on the glass, out
rebounding John Carroll 47-3- 7.
Wooster established its physical
presence in set offense and defensive sets, but was exposed in transition with the Blue Streaks capitalizing when the tempo was increased.
John Carroll's Lee Jennings undid
the Scots' defense with 25 points
and consistent dribble penetration.
The Scots also lost the turnover
battle by a 1
margin, This was
a significant factor in the second
half and in the final five minutes as
the John Carroll Blue Streaks pulled
away for good.
The Scots will look to rebound
this weekend at home in the Nan
Nichols
Tournament featuring
Mount
Franciscan University,
Union University and Notre Dame
College. Wooster tips off against
Franciscan tomorrow at 3 p.m.
looking to rebound from the tough
loss to open the season, before
returning to action on Sunday
against either Mount Union or
Notre Dame, who play each other
earlier on Saturday.
1

Voice Staff Writer
Jason IVeinearJt
sat down and spoke
with Steve Moore,
tlie men's basketball
head coach.

moore

AV: As a coach, you have a gauge
for your team's talent. At the
beginning of last year, without so
many key contributors, did you
honestly think that you could
achieve the level of success that
you ultimately did?
SM: Early last year, I really

believed we would improve a lot as
the season went along, but I didn't
know how much. I didn't know
whether we would win the conference
we improved a lot. You have to
it was
start with Ian Franks '11
incredible how much he improved. To
go from JV his first year ... to being
the leading scorer on our team and
first-teaall conference. He pined a
lot of confidence, and I feel like that
was the number .one key. Along with
the addition of some new players that
were very talented and adjusted to
in
basketball,
Justin
college
Hallowell's '12 case, and to our sys-

j

m

tem, in Nathan Balch's ' case Those
two guys really made great strides.
1
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AV: This year, the team is ranked
No. 9 to start the season. The

team spent most of last year
unranked. Does this team have the
potential to be significantly better
than last year's?

j

SM: The rankings are good for the
it gets our name out there
recruiting and our program. It def-

College

initely heightens expectations. Our
players are always going to have that,
no matter what. It does motivate your

opponents, that's the negative thing.
It gives coaches the ability to moti
vate their players and say "Let's knock
these guys off," However, we like
being ranked and having high exec-tatioWhether we can live up to
them, I don't know.
AV: Typically, Wooster has run
an
game. This year,
you have a different set of per
sonnel. Two years ago, you could
run the transition game very well
na

play from the tandem

second half, the Scots were susceptible
to a late Albion push. The Britons
scored nine points to the two scored by
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with James Cooper, Brandon
Johnson, Devin Fulk and Marty
Bidwell all on the floor
it was
pretty much a track meet. This
year, you have more depth in the
front court, where in past years,
you've had more depth in the
backcourt. Where before you've
been built more on speed, this
year you're built more on size.
Are you going to change your
philosophy at all?
SM: For many years, way back, we
team. In the late 90's
were a half-couand early 2000's, we started to speed
up some, even then we were still kind
rt

a fast break team
a combination
,.
i
i
i
t
witn a good inside game, in wxw

of

Bryan Nelson was the National
Player of the Year as a post player.
After he graduated.
We still had some good post men,
we had a really good inside game.
starting in 2005 and 2006, we were
not as big of a team. We were faster;

our best players were on the )X!rime-te- r.
For four straight years now, we've
been

perimeter-oriente-

We believe

d.

we can get back to having a better
post offense this year.
JW: What is Brandon's status?
SM: I Ie missed last year with a torn
ACL, having it repaired at the end of

the summer. He was playing basket
ball and re
the same ligament in
tlie same knee. Fortunately, it ha
pened earlier in the summer and his
He worked
surgery was in
really hard on his rehab, he did not get
re-to-

Melissa Hang '12 contributed a win
in each meet for the Scots, with a win
in the 100 butterfly against the
Yeowomen and a 200 butterfly victory
on Saturday. Newcomer Caroline
Hansen '13 contributed critical victories to the winning effort over the
weekend in the 500 and 1000 freestyle
races against Case Western Reserve.
The men finished in second place
over the weekend after easily disposon Friday, but
ing of Oberlin (134-6by
the
Spartans (126-11falling to
the narrowest of margins. The Scots
were led again by the supreme diving
of Luke Knezvic '12, who won both
the one and three meter diving events.
Ryan Radtke '10 set a Veale Classic
record in the 200 Individual Medley
on Saturday and won two events on
Friday as well.
The swimming and diving teams
will host Ursuline College tomorrow
in dual-me- et
action beginning at p.m.'
8)
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discouraged and his legs are strong.
AV: Last year, the most improve- mcnt you guys could've made was

on the glass. You had one true
post presence in WicklifTe; this
year you've got three of them.
How much improvement can you
guys make there?
SM: Having the post offense will
allow us to put a lot of pressure on
the other team's big men, getting
them in foul trouble and getting to
tlie foul line. We want to get to the
foul line more this year, and we feel
like getting the ball inside will help
that, and will help us get even better
we're
shots from the perimeter
time
have
as
that
develop
to
going to
be
have
We
patient.
to
goes along.
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The Wooster Voice
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Fighting Scots look to capture sixth straight NC AC crown
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Matt Fegan "12 adds depth in the backcourt this year for a Scots team that graduated only one player, Marty Bidwell "09, last
season. The Scots, with balance both
in the paint and on the perimeter, look to return to the NCAA Final Four with four returning starters and nine total letterwinners
(Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).

Andrew Vogel
Editor in Chief
Immediately, as Capital University
bounced the men's basketball team
from the NCAA Tournament last

March, thoughts immediately turned
to the upcoming season. Despite shaking off a slow
start, a season-endin- g
injury to the team's best player,
and overcoming the loss of three key
seniors to graduation in 2008, head
coach Steve Moore and the Fighting
1-

-3

Scots had overachieved and managed
to win the NCAC regular season title,
NCAC Tournament title, and came a
buzzer beater away from reaching the
Sweet

field of the NCAA
Tournament. All this was done with a
16

team primarily composed of first-yea- rs
and sophomores. Over the summer, expectations have been building.
The team returns nearly every player from last year's team and returns
point guard Brandon
Johnson 'IO, who missed last season
due to injury. The team has arguably
the most talent since 2006-0when
the Scots reached the Final Four. Even
at a school that is the winningest college program of this decade, expectations are exceedingly high.
According to Moore, these expectations are just fine.
High Expectations
The team begins this season ranked
No. 9. This is remarkably high, for a
team that, despite surpassing expectations, still did not get past the second
round of the NCAA Tournament last
year. While Moore believes that rankings are beneficial to the program,
especially in terms of recruiting, he is
not too worried about where the team
sits in the top 25, espec ially early in the
season. This is in part because of the
team's arduous early-seasschedule.
The team dropped its season opener on
the road last Sunday against Albion
5,
College
and the road only gets
tougher from here. The team opens its
season against Carnegie Mellon
tonight in the Al Van Wie
Tournament, and if it wins, it will likely face the University of St. Thomas,
which went undefeated in the regular
season last year before falling to eventual national champion Washington
University 79-6-4
in the NCAA sectional championship
it was the
Tommies' only loss all season after
winning its first 30 games. St. Thomas
begins the season ranked No. 4.
From there, the Scots face two early
season road tests. On Nov. 29, the team
travels to Cleveland to face No. 2 John
Carroll University. Three days later,
the team travels to Ohio Wesleyan in
All-NC-

AC
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its NCAC season opener. Within the
season's first two weeks, the Scots will
have a very good idea of just how good
they are. Moore believes, however, that
the difficult early schedule will help the
team in the long run. "We can improve
as the season goes along
it may well
be that we drop out of the rankings
early, because as soon as you have a
couple losses early in the season,

you're out of the top 20. With our
schedule, that could happen. Last year,
we started out
and with the schedule we're facing, it could even be a
tougher start than that. If that happens, that's okay because we feel like by
playing these tough games, even if we
lose them, it'll help us become a better
team," he said.
1- -3,

Returning Perimeter

Talent

Ian Franks '1 1 set the tone last season, and will be looked as the go-t- o
player early on this season. Franks's

greatest asset is his versatility
Franks played point guard last year in
Johnson's absence and ended up as a
first-teaplayer. While
Franks led the team in scoring with
almost 16 points per game, he also was
second in the conference in assists
behind only his teammate Bidwell. He
was third on the team in rebounds.
Franks's greatest strength on offense
is his ability to draw fouls. Franks
made it to the free throw line 150 times
last year, an average of five attempts
per game
more than twice as many
as any other Scot player last year.
While he is now able to play the point,
he could also slide over to the shooting
guard or small forward position when
Johnson is on the floor.
Franks will be joined in the back-cou- rt
by Nathan Balch "11. While it
took time for Balch to adjust to the
Wooster's system, at the end of the
year he was Wooster's
scorer, averaging over 12 points per
game. Balch established himself as an
excellent shooter, shooting 49 percent
from behind the three-poiline. Balch
played his best basketball at the end of
the season, shining as the leading scorer in both games of the NCAA
Tournament. Balch scored 2 points in
79-6- 6
their first-rouwin over
Gettysburg College and 18 points in
their 0 loss to Capital University.
er
Balch's
with nine seconds left tied the game with Capital
before the Scots lost at the buzzer.
Justin Hallowell '12 will give the
team a dynamic perimeter game this
year. Hallowell was second on the
team, averaging 14.2 points per game
last year. Hallowell also shattered the
school record for
rs
last
year, draining 94 of his 183 attempts
m
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three-point-

three-pointe-

an astounding 5 percent.
Moore expects Hallowell to improve
on his impressive first-ye- ar
campaign,
and for Hallowell to establish himself
1

of an
player. While
Hallowell primarily played at the
power forward position last season, he
will move to the small forward position
this year. Moore said that Hallowell
may not score as much, nor he will
shoot as high a percentage, because
teams will gear their defenses toward
him this year. One aspect in which
Hallowell has improved on in the offseason is in his
This will
help his transition to the small forward
spot. "His offense won't change that
much, he didn't post up much like most
power forwards do. What will change
will be his defensive assignments,
guarding quicker guys, and he will be
guarded by quicker, smaller people,
who will look to take his shot away"
as more

all-arou-

nd

ball-handli-

ng.

said Moore.
Hallowell will be guarded by quicker
players but will benefit from his height
advantage. "Where he can take advantage of that height is by putting it on
the floor and by going into the lane
and shooting over those guys. I don't
see us posting him up a lot because
that's really not his game," said Moore.

Impact

Post Players

Hallowell's move to the small forward position makes room for the
team's new post players, Josh Claytor
'13 and Jake Mays '13. While it will
take time for Claytor and Mays to
adjust to the style of play at the college level, they will give the Scots
more depth in the post than they have
had in years.
Claytor is a

ward who can
play outside
and
inside.
"We certainly
don't want to
compare any- one to Bryan
Nelson, who
was
the

can go up and get the ball in a crowd.
That's something that's difficult to find
at our level," said Moore.
The inside presences of Claytor and
Mays will free up real estate inside for
power forward Bryan Wickliffe '11.
While Wickliffe led the team on the
glass last year with over six rebounds
per game, Wickliffe averaged just
under eight points per game. In 2007-0- 8,
Wickliffe averaged almost 11.
Wickliffe may have suffered from being
the team's sole presence in the paint.
With two new frontcourt players this
year in Claytor and Mays, Wickliffe
should flourish. Wickliffe said the presence of the two first-yea- rs
should
allow him to play the power forward
spot more and use his ball handling
skills and quickness against bigger
players. With help inside and another
year under his belt, Wickliffe could be
the team's break out player this year.
The early results have been promising.
Wickliffe scored 18 points and grabbed
10 rebounds against Albion, the second
double-doub- le
of his career.
Johnson's Comeback
While all of the team's young players look to improve in their second and
third years in the Wooster program,
Johnson could be an
Johnson
is arguably the most athletic point
guard in the conference and has run
the team's offense for three years. If
Johnson can stay healthy for the entire
season, it will be a feel-gostory.
Johnson returned this year specifically
for one more year on the court after
two knee surgeries. After coming back
from a second torn anterior cruciate
x-fac-

tor.

od

ligament,

"We Can improve aS the SeaSOn Johnson has
goes along-l- t may well be that returned
sooner than
expected.
we dr0p out of the rankings
.
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early, because as soon as you
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Johnson is
still just five
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the season, you're out of the removed
his
from
i
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tup zu. xxr:il
vviui our scneauie,
he
injury,
National that could happen. ... By playwill play a
Player of the
different
Year in 2003, ing these tough games, even if role this
but he's a big
son, espewe lose them, it'll help us
guy that can
cially in the
score inside become a better team."
season's
.

sea-

and hit the
outside shot.
He's a good
ball-hand-

early-goin- g.

Steve Moore Johnson
men's basketball head coach may not be
the
same
player he was in the early-goin- g,
and
Moore's just fine with that.
"He's been a little cautious, and
that's the right thing to do. Early on,
Brandon's going to say I'm going to
:

ler

and a passer," said Moore.
Mays, while not as versatile as
Claytor, is more of a true center. "Jake

of a low-po- st
player, he's a center. He has excellent athletic ability, he

is more

use my experience, run the team and
not look to score as much as I'm used
to, and gradually work his way back in.
Maybe by the end of the season, when
he's healed more, he'll be able to return
to the player that he was," said Moore.
Early on, Johnson will be called on
to provide the leadership and defense
that Bidwell brought last season.
"Marty was a great captain and leader,
and I do see myself doing a lot of what
he did last year. I believe my ability to
score makes our team even better
offensively. I may not get as many
shots as I had in previous years, but my
number one goal is to win," said
Johnson.

Inside And Outside Balance
Johnson has run Wooster's classic
transition game for three years, and
will play a key role in that area once his
knee is closer to 100 percent. However,
because the team has more depth in the
frontcourt this year, the team may get
back to running a more balanced
offense this year. With Wickliffe,
Claytor and Mays, Moore looks for the
team to be able to score inside as well
as run the fast break. "I think we'll
have excellent speed at the guard positions, because of Brandon coming back
and Nathan Balch is so fast and good in
the open court. Ian, while he may not
be as much of a sprinter, he's fast with
the ball. Our guards will allow us to
play in a transition game, and the combination of being a good transition
game and good half-cou-rt
game will
make us a good team," said Moore.

With better balance this season,
Johnson sees many similarities
between this year's squad and the 2007
squad that came two wins away from a
national championship. According to
Johnson, the team has the horses.
"Being on the 2007 team gives me a
good perspective of how our current
team compares to them. I believe we do
have as much talent and depth as the
'07 team. With that said, the '07 team
had some of the greatest players to
ever wear a Wooster jersey
Cooper
and Port. Guys like that aren't replaceable, but we have a lot of great players
now that can come together and have
as much success if not more then in
2007," said Johnson.

While the pieces are there," they may
not be in place immediately
likely
not by this weekend and possibly not
by New Year's. With such a tough
early season schedule, the team may
not win 22 of its first 25 like it did for
four years from 2005-0However,
with such great depth and balance, this
team is built to finish strong. By then,
Johnson will know whether this season
was worth coming back for.
8.

NCAC Winter Standings
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Women's Swimming (Relay Meet Remits)
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2. ) Kenyan
3. ) Wooster
4. ) Wittenberg
5. ) Allegheny
6) Oberiin
7.) Ohio Wesleyan

8)Earlham
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(158)
(128)
(110)
(104)
(82)
(66)
(38)

Men'i Swimming (Relay Meet RetulU)
I.JDenison
2)Kenyon
3.) Wooster
4.) Wittenberg
5.) Wabash
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7).Oberlin
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Hirim
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(176)
(148)
(106)
(102)
(100)
(88)
(52)
(42)
(32)

NCAC Fall Tournament Champions
Field Hockey: Wooster def Ohio Wesleyan

1--

Men's Soccer Denison def Ohio Wesleyan 21
Women's Soccer. Wittenberg def Earlham

2-- 1

Football: Wittenberg Regular Season Champ

Women's Basketball Preseason Ranking!
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Men's Cross Country. Allegheny placed first
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Women's Cross Country: Oberlin placed first

4.) Wittenberg
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6.) Wooster
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Golf: Wittenberg placed first
Volleyball: Wittenberg def Hiram
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